COMPUTER SCIENCE
DATA SCIENCE

2018 - 2019 YEAR END EVENT

DISTINGUISHED SCHOLAR TALKS
STUDENT PROJECT EXHIBITIONS
$1000 AWARD TO THE BEST TWO STUDENT POSTERS
OPEN NETWORKING SESSIONS

THE GRADUATE CENTER
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
ROOM 9205 | 9206 | 9207
FRIDAY MAY 10TH 9 AM - 2 PM

TIMELINE
9:00 - 9:30 RECEPTION
9:30 - 11:00 SPEAKER SERIES I
11:00- 11:10 COFFEE BREAK
11:10- 12:30 SPEAKER SERIES II
12:30 - 12:40 CLOSING REMARK
12:40 - 2:00 LUNCH AND NETWORKING

REGISTER FOR THE EVENT AT
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/computer-science-spring-2019-year-end-event-tickets-58998597393

PROUDLY PRESENT PROFESSORS:
SHWETA JAIN
MICHAEL MENDEL
ROHIT PARIKH
BON SY
MIKAIL VEJDEMO-JOHANSSON
JIA XU
DANYANG ZHANG
LIANG ZHAO
PENG ZHENG
NENG-FA ZHOU
ZHIGANG ZHU

Help us to make you proud
Donate to our programs, please click
https://gc.cuny.edu/Support-the-GF/Program-Donations/Computer-Science